See who's coming out of the city's shadows

Market Place prepares to trip the light fantastic with £1m attraction

BY DAVID WALSH

A £1m public light show opens in the centre of Derby on Friday.

East Midlands Development Agency's Under Scan project will see the city's Market Place transformed by a futuristic network of light sensors and projectors for 10 days.

The system will pick out the shadows of pedestrians and project still colour images of people from Derby onto the ground in their place.

Once a person's shadow reaches the projection, the image will come alive and continue moving until the pedestrian is no longer in the system's sights.

The images were filmed at Derby Dance Centre, in Chapel Street.

EMDA hopes the project will attract tourists to the East Midlands. The system has already been used in Lincoln, Leicester and Northampton.

Agencies in New York and Sydney are interested in using the system.

Board member Ross Willmott said: 'We want to draw attention to the arts across the region."

Construction of the light rigs, sensors and projectors began last week.

The project is the idea of Mexican artist Rafael Louano-Hemmer. EMDA spent £225,000 on his fee and the system's software.

A further £450,000 was spent on the projectors, sensors and staging. The rest of the money goes on costs such as staff and transport.

The organisation receives about £350k in funding from the Government each year.

It is thought that about 5,000 people a go in Lincoln and 10,000 in Leicester.

Becky Dunning (28), of Uttoxeter New Road, Derby, is among those whose image will be projected.

She said: "It was great to be involved. It will be excellent if it is used in New York and Sydney.

"It's great that something so high-profile has been produced in the East Midlands."

But some people are less happy with the project. Chris Woodward (51), of Crompton Street, Derby, said: "It's an awful lot of money to spend.

'The Market Square is up using a powerful projector. The beam of white light casts a strong shadow of all passers-by in the immediate area."

A total of 14 smaller projectors on motorised pan-and-tilt platforms, positioned either side of the parked area, will track people walking across and project a 'video control' within the shadow they are casting.

'I know it's come from a different pot but, when you think that St Helen's House needs saving and the situation that the bus station is in, it seems less deserving."

Under Scan will open at 7pm on Friday and every night until Sunday, March 5.

It will operate until 2am at weekends and until midnight on weekdays.
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